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AUTOJET® LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
AutoJet® Lubrication Systems provide a highly efficient method of applying lubricants and corrosion protection fluids. In addition to
lubricating blanks, coils, pipe sections and stamping or forming tools, wires and bars can also be treated.
We know how important it is to reduce production costs and our worldwide leadership in spray technology can help you operate more
efficiently and save money. Precise control of lubricating applications can reduce oil consumption by over 50% and can eliminate
time-consuming cleaning of parts.
To address the needs for any lubrication application we have developed 4 different AutoJet® Lubrication Systems:
• P170
• L210
• HP170
• P400

FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENCES
Type P170
• For low-viscosity media
• Hydraulic spray
• Continuous spray
• Speed-based

Type HP170
Has the same functionality
as the P170 but with optional
heating

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Optimal distribution of the lubricating fluid on the coil
(top, bottom, both sides)
Easy to maintain due to pneumatic lifting cylinders
Quick and easy assembly

Type L210
• For low-viscosity media
• Hydraulic spray
• Discontinuous spray mode

Type P400
• For all types of viscosity media
• External mix air atomizing spray
• Continuous spray

All systems consist of a base unit, coil lubricator and controller.
An optional filter unit prevents air containing oil from polluting the
surrounding air.
The base unit consists of an air-operated diaphragm pump which
draws the lubricating fluid from the container through a suction
filter. Lubricant is pushed through the lines to the spray nozzles
mounted in the coil lubricator using low pressure. Double air jets
distribute the lubricant over the work piece in a uniform film.
The coil lubricator is an effective solution for the lubrication of
bands in automatic presses. Due to the sturdy stainless steel
construction it is also able to withstand heavy loads. Pneumatic
lifting cylinders open the coil lubricator – fixed versions are also
available. The coil lubricator is fitted with a return line with an
optional filter.
The AutoJet® controller accurately controls the timing of the
spray for a precise and efficient spray application.
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No misting or polluting of the work environment
Optional installation of additional nozzles for spot
lubrication of critical points
Solenoid valves direct the return flow of different
lubricants to the proper container
Surplus amounts of lubrication oil are returned to
the supply container
Containers are not pressurized so can be continually
refilled without stopping operation.
Effective full-flow filters guarantee that no contaminants
are allowed to enter the pump or the nozzles
Easy change-over between various lubricants
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NOZZLES FOR TYPE L210:
The L210 lubrication system uses airless nozzles to apply
low-viscosity media. Due to their flat spray pattern the nozzles
cover a substantial width and are thus very economical.

NOZZLES FOR TYPE P400:
The P400 lubrication system uses air atomizing spray nozzles to apply
high viscosity media (more than 600 cSt). All nozzles have a needle
which precisely opens and closes the nozzle with each spray pulse and
which effectively cleans the orifice from any residue or debris.
The nozzles are air-controlled and all circuits can
be controlled independently. This allows exact
control and repeatable metering of the circulated
oil and provides full control over the applied
amount and the thickness of the oil/lubricant layer.

PRECISION SPRAY CONTROL
Electrically-actuated spray nozzles are turned on and off very quickly to control flow rate. A duty cycle
of 50% results in a corresponding flow rate of 50% of the rated flow for this nozzle at a given pressure.

Working Cycle 80%

Working Cycle 5%

More information:
www.spray.com/Products/Spray-Control-Options/Precision-Spray-Control

NOZZLES FOR P170 AND HP170:
The P170 and HP170 lubrication
systems use PulsaJet® nozzles to
apply low-viscosity media without
compressed air.
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AUTOJET® P170 AND HP170 LUBRICATION SYSTEM
1. FULL CONTROL TO GUARANTEE ACCURATE APPLICATION OF YOUR LUBRICANT
The newly developed AutoJet® P170 and HP170 lubrication system is specifically designed for
applications where lines with speed variations require a constant amount of
lubricant per m2. The AutoJet® systems operate at line speeds up to
300 m/min delivering a pre-set amount of lubricant evenly across the
coil regardless of machine speed. Our PWM controllers and
PulsaJet® spray nozzles adjust flow to match speed variations during
the run: the result is consistency from start to finish. From slow
speeds to fast speeds and back again the amount you pre-set will be
the amount you get.
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2. EASY AND ACCURATE SET UP
The system is easy to set up and operate. Enter the amount of
lubricant you require, select the number of nozzles based on coil
width and press start!
The AutoJet® controller signals our PulsaJet® spray nozzles to
ensure the application rate is always perfect. Fully hydraulic sprays
are used for most applications, but for extremely viscous oils, we
also have an air-assisted nozzle.

3. SPRAY LUBRICANTS AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
The P170 system handles most lubricant oils that don‘t require
heating. The oil is simply sprayed at the ambient temperature.

4. TEMPERATURE CONTROL ALLOWS THE USE OF
WHICHEVER LUBRICANT YOU PREFER
The HP170 system can handle most high viscosity oils (waxbased, anti-corrosion, ...). These types of oil are more thixotropic
which enables them to remain on the coil in all conditions.
However, the oils must be applied at elevated temperatures,
sometimes above 55 °C.
The HP170 has temperature control built into the system,
allowing the operator to select the correct temperature for the
oil in your process.
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SPECIFICATIONS
•
•

Flow rate control via PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)
No compressed air required

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
•
•
•

Available for all bands widths
Dimensions will vary depending on band width
Nozzle type: Air-Atomizing or Hydraulic PulsaJet® Nozzle
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AUTOJET® L210 LUBRICATION SYSTEM
1. COIL LUBRICATOR WITH FLAT SPRAY NOZZLES
A very efficient method of applying lubricants is to use a coil
lubricator placed between the feeder and the press. In the coil
lubricator, the lubricant is evenly distributed over the band.
Excessive oil is contained in the coil lubricator and returned to the
supply container, preventing contamination of the surrounding area.
Flat spray nozzles in the coil lubricator evenly and economically cover
the full width of the band. It is possible to design coil lubricators for a
wide range of widths. Pneumatic lifting cylinders open the coil
lubricator for maintenance purposes or for feeding the band.
On request, they can also be made in a fixed configuration.
To retain the oil in the lubricator, brushes are fitted on the inlet and
outlet sides. For an optimized distribution of the lubricating fluid on
the band the lubricators can be equipped with spring loaded felt
strike-off units on the outlet sides.
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2. RETURN LINE FILTER
An efficient full flow filter collects
particles from the band that would
otherwise contaminate the return flow.

3. BASE UNIT
The base units are available in a variety of
sizes with containers from 0.5 to 35 liters.
When different types of lubricants are used,
several containers can be installed. Electromagnetic valves direct the return flow of surplus
lubricant to the proper container.

4. PUMP L210
The L210 is a high-pressure pump designed for the application of low-viscosity fluids. Indexing of
each pump allows for accurate metering of the amount of lubricant applied to each lubrication point.
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5. T100 TIMER AND CONTROL UNITS
Feed lengths over 100 mm require several lubrication pulses per stroke. The T100 timer unit allows up to
10 lubrication pulses per second.
High-speed presses or similar applications do not need a lubrication pulse for each stroke. The T100
control unit features a preselection counter which triggers a lubrication pulse once the selected
number of strokes is reached. This feature is particularly useful for roll-forming applications in order to
ensure constant lubrication regardless of band/strip speed.
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6. ADDITIONAL NOZZLES
Lubrication of critical points, e.g. a single punching
tool, can be achieved by using additional nozzles.
The nozzles are available with a magnetic foot that
may be mounted directly onto any base or may be
easily built into a tool. To create a suitable spray
pattern, a large variety
of nozzle inserts with
solid stream, hollow or
full cone spray patterns
and various spray angles
are available. Additional
pumps and nozzles can
easily be retrofitted.
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AUTOJET® P400 LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Precise lubrication control is critical, especially for deep-drawing applications. To ensure
optimal results and flexibility the system can be ajdusted to apply anything from a very thin
film to thicker layers of lubricant.
The AutoJet® P400 Lubrication System is mainly used for the application of high-viscosity
lubricants. When used in combination with a powerful spray controller, the system is capable
of recipe handling to ensure optimal fault-free production of different types of lubricants.

1. COIL LUBRICATOR WITH AIR ATOMIZING NOZZLES
A very efficient method of applying lubricants is to use a coil lubricator placed
between the feeder and the press. In the coil lubricator, the lubricant is evenly
distributed over the band. Excessive oil is contained in the coil lubricator and
returned to the supply container, preventing contamination of the
surrounding area. Air atomizing nozzles with external mix air caps allows
precise and uniform application of even the highest viscosity lubricants. The amount of
lubricant is controlled by the pressure in the liquid circuit and is adjustable to a high degree
of accuracy.
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Coil lubricators can be made in any width over 100 mm. They are available as a fixed
version or with lifting cylinders for opening the top part. To allow contact-less
feeding or pulling through of the band/strip, it is also possible to simultaneously
open the top and bottom parts.
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2. BASE UNIT
The base unit is most commonly equipped with a 35 liter lubricant
container. If multiple lubricants are required, the system can also be
equipped with two, three or more containers. The correct lubricant
can be selected using simple switches or via the spray controller.
The containers are not pressurized and can be filled and serviced
while the system is operating through the optional refill strainer.
A large lid facilitates filling. Automatic filling from drums or a central
oil tank is also possible.

3. FULL FLOW FILTERS
Effective strainers in all suction lines prevent contamination of pumps and nozzles. This ensures a
high degree of operational reliability.
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4. OIL MIST SEPARATOR
The oil mist separator ensures that no oil-mist is allowed to escape. This keeps the
surrounding area dry and clean and prevents harmful aerosols from escaping into the air.

5. PF250/3 APPLICATOR

5

The PF 250/3 applicator is an optional addition to the P400
lubrication system that replaces the coil lubricator and is mainly
used for coating wire and small bar stock. The system is highly
flexible and can be adapted to many different applications.
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6. PRESSURE CONTROL
The pressure control in the lubricant and compressed air systems is adjusted using
manual regulators and pressure gauges. Automatic pressure control can be set up
by using an electronic control unit in combination with proportional valves.

7. ELECTRONIC CONTROL
The control is centralized by a special spray controller. Alternatively, connection to
a central control system is also possible.
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AUTOJET® LUBRICATION SYSTEMS CASE STUDIES
Automated Lube System Helps Automotive Parts
Manufacturer Improve Product Quality While
Reducing Oil Consumption by 50%

Automated Lube System Helps Truck Manufacturer Improve
Product Quality and Reduce Oil Consumption by 25%

HERCULES DRAWN STEEL
SAVES US$50,000 IN OIL
COSTS WITH AUTOJET®
PRECISION SPRAY SYSTEM

Problem:
Problem:
Freightliner Trucks, a leading North American manufacturer of heavy-duty trucks, needed to
coat 24” (609 mm) wide sheets of feed stock with lubricant prior to a stamping operation. The
previous lubrication system did not apply the oil on the metal sheet evenly and caused quality
problems. The system also generated wasteful overspray and covered nearby equipment and
oors with oil, creating a slippery, hazardous work environment.

Wolfgang Loch e.K., a leading German manufacturer of automotive parts, needed to coat metal
feed stock with one of three different lubricants. A very low viscosity emulsion (3 to 5 cSt) is
used for stamping or cutting and two different straight oils (viscosity ranging from 80 to 160 cSt
at 40°C) are used for deep-drawing operations.
The previous lubrication system applied oil to the feed stock with felt rollers but regulating the
lubrication using this method was difcult and coverage was inconsistent. The coil was often
too wet or too dry. The process was messy and consumed too much oil. When Wolfgang Loch
attempted to minimize oil ow, broken parts resulted. The felt rollers also needed to be replaced
twice yearly, an expensive, on-going maintenance cost.

Solution:
An AutoJet® Lube System from Spraying Systems Co. has eliminated Freightliner’s oil application problems. The system features a 36” (914 mm) coil lubricator which uses six hydraulic
UniJet® nozzles for uniform coverage of the sheet. Each nozzle is supplied individually by an
L210 air-actuated piston pump. All of the nozzles are contained within the coil lubricator unit.

Solution:

All nozzles are contained in the coil lubricator unit. An oil mist extractor is used in the coil lubricator to prevent misting and worker inhalation
problems. The system also features oil recirculation to minimize overall
lubricant usage. Automatic solenoid valves ensure excess oil is returned
from the coil lubricator back to the correct supply tank. The oil is ltered on
the suction lines to ensure no contaminants enter the system.

SOLUTION:

Hercules Drawn Steel used an air atomizing nozzle to
apply a rust inhibitor to finished steel bars. The oil was
being over-applied to ensure full coverage. In addition
to being wasteful, the nozzle was creating worker safety
and maintenance issues. Excess oil dripped onto the floor
creating slip hazards and misting compromised air quality.
Removing the oil from the floors and surrounding equipment
was time consuming and costly. Hercules turned to
Spraying Systems Co. for help.

Oil is now applied to the finished steel bars with an
AutoJet Precision Lubrication system. The system
consists of four PulsaJet® electrically-actuated
hydraulic spray nozzles and an AutoJet spray control
panel. The bars are coated uniformly with the proper
volume of oil, even when operating conditions such
as line speed changes. In addition, the nozzles are
triggered to spray only when the bars are properly
positioned in the spray station further reducing
oil waste.

An oil mist extractor is used in the coil lubricator to prevent worker inhalation and safety problems. The system also recirculates the oil, minimizing lubricant use. Automatic solenoid valves
ensure excess oil is returned from the coil lubricator back to the supply tank. The oil is ltered
on the suction lines to ensure no contaminants enter the system.

An AutoJet® Lubrication System from Spraying Systems Co. has eliminated Wolfgang Loch’s
lubrication problems. The system is controlled centrally from the press and features a coil lubricator which uses both airless and air atomizing sprays to optimize lubrication.
The low viscosity emulsion lubricant is applied by six hydraulic UniJet® nozzles. Each nozzle
is supplied individually by an L210-type air-actuated piston pump. The pumps are mounted in a
mobile base unit. The higher viscosity oils are applied by eight JAUCO external mix air atomizing nozzles metered by an air-actuated membrane pump.

PROBLEM:

AutoJet Model 1550+
Modular Spray System

Coil Lubricator with
UniJet Spray Tips

Base Unit

PulsaJet electrically-actuated
hydraulic spray nozzles

Pump Units

spray.com
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CS 140A Automated Lube System Helps
Automotive Parts Manufacturer
Reduce Oil Consumption by 50%

|
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CS 173 Automated Lube System Helps
Truck Manufacturer Improve Product
Quality and Reduce Oil Consumption

CS 260 Hercules Drawn steel Saves
US$ 50,000 in Oil Costs with AutoJet
Precision Spray System

MANUFACTURER ACHIEVES
SIGNIFICANT WORKER
SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS
WITH AUTOMATED
SPRAY SYSTEM

AUTOJET® SPRAY SYSTEM
SAVES STEEL PRODUCER
MORE THAN US$200,000
ANNUALLY

ELECTROSTATIC CHAIN
OILER SYSTEM ELIMINATES
CONTAMINATION CONCERNS
ON CAN LINES

spray.com | 1.800.95.SPRAY | Intl. Tel: 1.630.665.5000

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

A can manufacturer needed a better way to lubricate
conveyor line chains. Eight conveyor chains required
lubrication in two locations. The air atomizing nozzles being
used to apply the lubricant were creating several problems.
The nozzles were over-applying the oil, which was wasteful
and messy. The nozzles, which utilized compressed air
for atomization, were misting. The mist was drifting onto
the cans. Once contaminated, the cans had to undergo
costly rework.

Four AutoJet® Electrostatic Chain Oiler Systems
now lubricate the manufacturer’s conveyor chains.
Electrostatic spray technology relies on the attraction
of the negatively charged oil and the grounded chains
to achieve high transfer efficiency – over 90%. AutoJet
electrostatic control panels provide precise control
of the system’s low-flow injector pumps. Each pump
delivers oil to four electrostatic nozzles. The pumps
can be individually adjusted to deliver the precise
volume of oil required to each of the
16 lubrication points.

A steel mill was applying corrosion inhibitor to strip prior
to forming. Workers sprayed the solvent-based fluid with
handheld paint guns. Strip width and line speed varied.
The workers were unable to consistently apply the proper
volume of the corrosion inhibitor. Under-application caused
quality problems and over-application was wasteful, messy
and compromised worker safety.

An AutoJet spray system has solved the problem.
The system uses Precision Spray Control (PSC),
achieved with an AutoJet spray controller and
PulsaJet® electrically-actuated spray nozzles, to
ensure consistent application of the corrosion
inhibitor. PSC controls flow rate by cycling nozzles on
and off quickly. Flow rate is adjusted automatically
when operating conditions, such as line speed,
change. The system also includes a zone control
feature, so operators can turn individual PulsaJet
nozzles on and off based on strip width and eliminate
messy overspray.

A manufacturer of cemetery products needed a
better way to apply a parting agent on bronze plaques
to ensure clean release after the casting process.
Operators were manually spraying the plaques on a
conveyor. The handheld spray guns required constant
attention because of clogging issues and frequent
refilling. The manufacturer was concerned about
operator safety due to prolonged exposure to the
hazardous parting agent. The manufacturer turned to
Spraying Systems Co. for a solution.

An AutoJet® 1550+ Precision Spray System now
applies the parting agent to the plaques quickly
and efficiently without operator intervention. Three
PulsaJet® electrically-actuated spray nozzles are
mounted above the conveyor. Using Precision Spray
Control (PSC), the top of each plaque is uniformly
coated with the proper volume of the parting agent.
The system controller ensures the application rate
is adjusted when operating conditions such as line
speed changes. The controller also triggers the
nozzles to spray only when the plaques are properly
positioned in the spray station.

PulsaJet electrically-actuated
spray nozzles

AutoJet 1550+
Precision Spray System

PulsaJet electrically-actuated
spray nozzles

Parting agent

AutoJet 2008+ controller

spray.com | 1.800.95.SPRAY | Intl. Tel: 1.630.665.5000

CS 263 Electrostatic Chain Oiler
System Eliminates Contamination
Concerns on Can Lines

spray.com | 1.800.95.SPRAY | Intl. Tel: 1.630.665.5000

CS 272 AutoJet Spray System Saves
Steel Producer More Than
US$ 200,000 Annually

WIRE MANUFACTURER
SAVES US$83,000
ANNUALLY ON
CHEMICALS WITH
AUTOJET® SPRAY SYSTEM

CS 277 Manufacturer Achieves Significant
Worker Safety Improvements with
Automated Spray System

LAYDE STEEL
MANUFACTURING
REDUCES LUBRICATION OIL
USE WITH OVER 60%

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

A wire manufacturer was using air atomizing nozzles to
apply lubricant on cable, so it could be easily pulled through
conduit. However, the nozzles clogged frequently, bringing
production to a standstill. In addition, the nozzles produced
excessive mist which was messy, wasteful and created
worker safety issues. The manufacturer turned to
Spraying Systems Co. for help.

After testing different spray pressures and spray
set-ups, we identified which of our nozzles could
deliver the desired performance without misting. Our
solution included two PulsaJet® air atomizing nozzles
and an AutoJet 1550+ Modular Spray System. One
nozzle is positioned above the cable, and the other is
below to provide complete coverage of the cable. The
spray controller cycles the nozzles on and off very
quickly to control the flow rate and ensure the proper
volume of lubricant is applied. Flow rate adjustments
are automatic and made nearly instantly when
operating conditions, such as line speed, change.

AutoJet 1550+
Modular Spray System

spray.com | 1.800.95.SPRAY | Intl. Tel: 1.630.665.5000

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

Layde Steel Manufacturing needs to spray anticorrosive
oil on the sheet after the pickling process to avoid
corrosion on the final product. To ensure the coating
reaches the entire sheet Layde Steel was using an
automatic pneumatic nozzle without a regulation
system. This lack of control gave them no flexibility to
adapt to the line speed; if the line was going fast they
were underapplying and if it was going slow they were
overapplying the oil. This resulted in various problems like
quality issues, oil wastage, spillage on the floor, misting,
clogging, …

After careful testing and evaluation, our local spray
expert demonstrated a performant system that could
meet the requirements. The AutoJet® HP170 Heated
Lubrication System can easily maintain a constant
temperature of 50°C all year long to ensure a smooth flow
of the lubricant. By connecting the system to 2 headers,
containing 7 PulsaJets® each, we can automatically
adjust the spray based on the line speed.
To facilitate maintenance and prevent any possibility of
clogging in the tubes the system is also equipped with a
cleaning cycle.

Layde Steel were looking for an alternative solution that
would give them full control over their lubrication process
whilst maintaining a constant temperature of 50°C to
prevent clogging.

€52,000
ANNUAL
SAVINGS ON
LUBRICANT
BY CHANGING
TO THE HP170
SPRAYING
SYSTEM

PulsaJet air atomizing nozzles

SUSTAINABILITY.
APPLIED.

spray.com | 1.800.95.SPRAY | Intl. Tel: 1.630.665.5000

CS 283 Wire Manufacturer Saves
on Chemicals with AutoJet
Spray System
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Find your local representative on www.spray.com

CS E4013 Gnotec Sweden secures a major
contract thanks to a more sustainable solution
that saves them over EUR 100,000 year

CS E4028 Layde Steel Manufacturing
Reduces Lubrication Oil Use
with Over 60 Percent
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NEW SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION
LEADS TO A HIGHER QUALITY
END PRODUCT AND RESULTS
IN €350,000 SAVINGS PER YEAR

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

One of the leading companies in the rubber industry was
looking for a more efficient solution to apply their silicone
and polymere coating before packaging their products
(such as rubber window seals).

As an integral part of the leading global spraying
technology company our local Spraying Systems engineer
was contacted to share his expert advice on the issue.
After a careful evaluation he proposed the installation of
an AutoJet® 2008+ system with two channels - to use the
silicone and polymere coatings separately. The system
was equipped with PulsaJet® nozzles to greatly reduce
the sprayed liquid volume.

In the past they were using standard nozzles, contained
in spray cabines, to spray the rubber from top to
bottom. These cabins were equipped with an extraction
installation to prevent excessive misting. For thinner
coatings they were using air atomizing nozzles and for
thicker coatings immersion baths.

After an initial on-site demonstration the customer agreed
on a test over a prolonged period - essential for such
a vital process. This way they could evaluate the cost
saving potential of the solution and ensure the quality and
customer satisfaction.

None of these methods were delivering the required
result and fixing them was costly and ineffective.
Excessive liquid was causing most of the problems and
ultimately led to quality issues and unhappy customers.
To overcome the wasteful process of overapplying liquids
- and then applying costly solutions to get rid of the
excess liquid - the rubber producer decided to look for
a new solution. It had to be more sustainable, limit costs
and prevent a polluted workspace - causing dangerous
conditions for the workers.

ELASTOMER MANUFACTURER
REDUCES RELEASE AGENT
USAGE AND SAVES € 50,000
ANNUALLY THANKS TO NEW
AUTOMATED SPRAY SYSTEM

PLASTIC CUP MANUFACTURER
SAVES € 18,000 ANNUALLY
WITH AUTOMATED ANTISTATIC SPRAY SYSTEM

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

A leading manufacturer of single-use thermoformed
cups needed to apply a thin coating of silicone emulsion
into the plastic cups after they were molded. The
coating prevents the cups from sticking together during
packaging and helps control dust in the manufacturing
environment.

The Spraying Systems Co. solution uses an AutoJet®
E1850+ Spray System with a 60-liter pressure tank
to deliver the silicone emulsion to automatic nozzles
spraying upward into the molded cups. The nozzles are
mounted in a convenient one-piece channel header
positioned below the production line immediately after
the molding machine.

The initial method for applying the silicone emulsion was
to dip the plastic sheet in a release agent before molding.
This process coated both sides of the sheet when
coverage was only needed on one.
Later, a PLC based spray system was used without
success. The system’s slow response time and delayed
spray shut-off resulted in over-application of the release
agent, which inhibited downstream printing and wasted
the expensive release agent. In addition, low quality spray
nozzles required frequent maintenance and provided
poor transfer efficiency. Misting and excessive dripping
from the spray nozzles also created slippery floors in the
production area.

JAU air atomizing nozzles, with drip-free shut-off, evenly
coat the interior surfaces of the cups. The automated
system is integrated with the machine press to spray
individual cups as they pass through the spray station.

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

A manufacturer of emulsion styrene butadiene rubber
(ESBR) needed to spray a release agent on a drying
conveyor. The release agent prevents rubber crumbs
from sticking to the stainless steel conveyor during the
drying process, a problem that can cause numerous
production headaches.

Spraying Systems Co.’s solution consisted of an AutoJet®
E1850+ Spray System and a header equipped with six
AA250AUH automatic spray nozzles. The spray header
applies the release agent as a thin, uniform film across
the entire width of the stainless steel conveyor. The
AutoJet® system uses Precision Spray Control (PSC) to
produce very low flow rates. As line speed changes,
operators can easily adjust the flow rate of the nozzles
without changing pressure – maintaining consistent spray
coverage and drop size. And because the AA250AUH
nozzles use only low pressure hydraulic atomization, mist
and overspray are avoided.

The previous spray system used hydraulic nozzles on
an oscillating arm. The system didn’t apply the release
agent evenly across the width of the conveyor and
lacked the ability to control flow based on the line speed.
This resulted in sticking problems and a messy, unsafe
production environment requiring frequent maintenance.
When fouling of the system occurred, production was
interrupted while the drying conveyor and surrounding
area were cleaned by contract cleaners.

AutoJet® E1850+
Spray System

BETTER QUALITY
END PRODUCT
WITH A PAYBACK
PERIOD OF ONLY
2 MONTHS

AA250AUH Automatic
Spray Nozzles

Channel-type header with
eight JAU air atomizing
nozzles

Dewaterer

AutoJet® E1850+
Spray System
Pressure tank with
silicone emulsion

SUSTAINABILITY.
APPLIED.
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SUSTAINABILITY.
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CS E4029 New Sustainable Solution Leads
to a Higher Quality End Product and
Results in € 350,000 Savings per Year

CS E4034 Plastic Cup Manufacturer Saves
€ 18,000 Annually with Automated AntiStatic Spray System

CS E4035 Automated Spray System Helps
Elastomer Manufacturer Reduce Release
Agent Usage and Save € 50,000

WOOD PELLET
MANUFACTURER SAVES
MORE THAN € 10,000 PER
YEAR BY SPRAYING OIL WITH
AUTOMATED SPRAY SYSTEM

MODULAR RETAINING WALL
MANUFACTURER CUTS
RELEASE AGENT USE BY 75%
TO SAVE MORE THAN € 60,000
PER YEAR

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

A manufacturer of wood pellets needed to spray oil on
wood chips being pressed into pellets. The pellets, made
from sawdust and wood chips, are mechanically formed
into a consistent shape at high pressure to create a
high-density heating fuel source. The oil acts as a binder
for the pellets and also as a lubricant during the pressing
operation.

The Spraying Systems Co. solution consists of an
AutoJet® E1850+ Spray System equipped with an airoperated diaphragm pump and a PulsaJet® 10000JJAU
automatic air atomizing nozzle. The Spray System adjusts
the electrically-actuated spray nozzle based on a 4-20mA
input signal communicating the wood tonnage being
processed. Controlling the flow automatically using
Precision Spray Control (PSC) rather than by adjusting
liquid pressure allows for instantaneous adjustment of
the flow rate and maintains optimal drop size and spray
angle, ensuring uniform coverage of the wood chips.

A high pressure pump and a fine spray hydraulic nozzle
were previously used, but the viscosity of the oil being
sprayed resulted in a poor spray pattern and uneven
distribution of the oil across the wood chips. Overapplication of the oil was a problem as well since the
system was unable to adjust flow rate based on the
tonnage of wood chips being processed.

CEMENT BOARD
MANUFACTURER
REDUCES CHEMICAL USE
AND SAVES € 27,000 PER YEAR

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

A manufacturer of concrete retaining wall components
needed a better system for applying release agent to
its molds. Previously, a worker using a handheld air
atomizing spray gun and pressure pot sprayed each
empty mold as it moved down the conveyor before
being filled with fresh concrete. This required 200 liter of
release agent per week, half of which was being wasted
through over-application.

An AutoJet® Model E1850+ Spray System with an integral
air-operated diaphragm pump and two 1/4JAUCO air
atomizing nozzles positioned over the conveyor solved
the problem. Using external mix spray set-ups produces
complete atomization and makes it possible to spray the
viscous fluid without heating it. A photoelectric sensor
triggers spray application of the release agent to each
mold as it moves down the conveyor. An automatic
cleanout needle operates with every spray cycle to
reduce clogging and ensure consistent, problem-free
spray performance. The AutoJet® spray controller
enables the operator to easily increase the application
rate for deeper molds or turn it down for shallower molds.

A manufacturer of cement board was experiencing
quality issues stemming from the manual application of
a release agent. Ideally, the release agent is applied in a
thin coating on 1.3 m wide forming boards prior to laying
cement. The release agent allows for quick and complete
removal of the cement boards after curing.

The Spraying Systems Co. AutoJet® E1850+ Spray System
with integral air-operated diaphragm pump provided
the ideal solution. Four hydraulic PulsaJet® nozzles
are mounted to a 1.5 m 98250 spray manifold, which
is positioned 3 m before the cement is poured on the
forming board. The PulsaJet® nozzles provide uniform
coverage of the forming boards from a spray height of 152
mm. The spray controller allows operators to easily adjust
the flow rate for different conveyor speeds to provide
optimal release agent coverage to each forming board.
By using Precision Spray Control (PSC) to generate very
low flow rates with hydraulic PulsaJet® nozzles, the need
to use air atomizing nozzles and compressed air was
avoided.

Much of the oily release agent accumulated in the mold
and left noticeable marks on the finished products, which
then had to be touched up by hand or thrown away. The
manual spraying also created a misting problem and left a
slippery mess on the conveyor, walls and floor.
1/4JAUCO
Air Atomizing Nozzle

AutoJet® E1850+
Spray System

The previous process involved mopping the release
agent onto each forming board before the conveyor took
them to the cement pouring process. Various operators
produced inconsistent results. Over-applying
release agent was sloppy, wasteful and stained the final
product. Under-applying caused damage to the cement
board when it was removed from the forming board,
creating rough surface finishes. The manufacturer
wanted to eliminate product scrap, chemical waste and
unnecessary labor.

PulsaJet® Hydraulic
Spray Nozzle

Concrete Application

PulsaJet® 10000JJAU
Automatic Air
Atomizing Nozzle
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CS E4036 Wood Pellet Manufacturer
Saves More than € 10,000 Annually
Spraying Oil with Automated Spray System

CS E4039 Modular Retaining Wall
Manufacturer Cuts Release Agent Use by
75 Percent to Save More Than € 60,000

CS E4045 Cement Board Manufacturer
Reduces Chemical Use and Saves
€ 27,000 per Year

AUTOMATED SPRAY SYSTEM
SAVES BUILDING PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURER MORE THAN
€ 35,000 PER YEAR

AutoJet® SyStem HP170
HeAted SyStem
for HigH PreciSion
SPrAying on coilS

AUTOMATED SPRAY
LUBRICATION SYSTEM SAVES
FOAM PARTS PRODUCER
MORE THAN € 30,000 PER YEAR

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

Air atomizing nozzles were being used to apply a release
agent to molds during the roof shake manufacturing
process. The manufacturer was experiencing several
problems. The release agent wasn’t applied uniformly on
the molds. To compensate, the manufacturer increased
the volume of release agent applied to ensure complete
coverage. The nozzles sprayed continuously during
production, which meant the areas between the molds
were coated with release agent as well as the molds.
Compressed air use was high and resulted in misting
and worker safety issues. The manufacturer contacted
Spraying Systems Co. to help improve the efficiency of
the coating process, improve the work environment and
reduce operating costs.

An AutoJet® automated spray system now applies the
release agent. The system, controlled by an AutoJet®
E1850+ Spray System, uses electrically-actuated
hydraulic PulsaJet® nozzles to precisely apply the proper
volume of release agent on each mold. Precision Spray
Control (PSC) is used to adjust the flow rate based on
operating conditions such as changing line speed. The
system also uses sensors to detect the presence of the
molds, ensuring the system only sprays when molds are
present.

A parts supplier to the automotive industry was spraying
a soap-based lubricant on foam prior to being die-cut
to prevent blades from getting stuck. A solenoid valve
provided on/off control of the nozzle. Some very thick
foam products also received a manual application of the
lubricant in addition to the spray coating. The lubricant
was being applied inconsistently; sticking problems were
common, foam waste was high and production time
suffered.

Five AutoJet® automated systems now apply the lubricant
to the foam pieces. Each system is equipped with an
AA250AUH electrically-actuated hydraulic spray nozzle
controlled by an AutoJet® E1850+ Spray Control Panel.
Using Precision Spray Control (PSC), the proper volume
of lubricant is applied to the foam even when operating
conditions, such as line speed, change. The AutoJet®
E1850+ Spray Control Panel provides on/off control of
the nozzle and enables easy adjustment of flow rate to
accommodate different foam shapes and thickness.

AutoJet E1850+
Spray Control Panel
®

AA250AUH
electrically-actuated
hydraulic spray nozzle

The newly developed AutoJet Spray System HP170
is specifically designed for applications where lines
with speed variations require a constant amount of
lubricant per m2. The AutoJet HP170 operates at line
speeds up to 300 m/min delivering a pre-set amount
of lubricant evenly across the coil regardless of
machine speed. Our PWM controllers and PulsaJet
spray nozzles adjust flow to match speed variations
during the run: the result is consistency from start
to finish. From slow speeds to fast speeds and back
again the amount you pre-set will be the amount you
get.

Coil Lubricator
for 2.200 mm wide bands

The system is easy to set up and operate. Enter the
amount of lubricant you require, select the number
of nozzles based on coil width and press start!
The advanced AutoJet controller signaling our
PulsaJet spay nozzles with turn down ratios of more
than 1:100 ensures the application rate is always
perfect. Fully hydraulic sprays are used for most
applications, but for extremely viscous oils, we also
have an air assisted nozzle.
The HP170 system can handle most of the new waxbased oils such as Fuchs Anticorit, PL3802-39S and
Anticorit RP4107S. These type of oils contain wax
in the formulation making them more thixotropic
enabling them to remain on the coil in all conditions.
However the wax based oils must be applied at
elevated temperatures, sometimes above 55°C.
The HP170 has temperature control built into the
system, allowing the operator to select the correct
temperature for the oil in your process.

PulsaJet® electrically-actuated
spray nozzles
AutoJet® E1850+
Spray System

Base unit showing heated
tank, inline heater and mixer
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CS E4046 Automated Spray System Saves
Building Products Manufacturer More
Than € 35,000 per Year

CS E4047 Automated Spray Lubrication
System Saves Foam Parts Producer More
Than € 30,000 per Year

•

Spraying oil containing wax (such as Fuchs Anticorit) on bands

•

Spraying oil on slitting/cutting and recoiling operations

•

Spraying on applications with high speed variations

Control Panel
www.spray.de | www.spraying.at | www.ssco.ch

E3001-EN AutoJet System HP170
Heated System for High Precision
Spraying on Coils
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Spraying Systems Co. - Austria

Spraying Systems Co. - Belgium

Spraying Systems Co. - Czech Rep. MT Spray - Denmark

Spraying Systems Co. - Finland

Tel: +43 732 77 65 40
E-Mail: info.at@spray.com

Tel: +32 2 425 01 75
E-Mail: info.be@spray.com

Tel: +420 543 217 405
E-Mail: info.cz@spray.com

Tel: +45 4454 0454
E-Mail: mt-spray@mt-spray.dk

Tel: +358 10 336 2000
E-Mail: info.fi@spray.com

Spraying Systems Co. - France

Spraying Systems Co. - Germany

Spraying Systems Co. - Greece

Spraying Systems Co. - Hungary

Spraying Systems Co. - Italy

Tel: +33 1 46 20 96 40
E-Mail: info.fr@spray.com

Tel: +49 40 766 001 0
E-Mail: info.de@spray.com

Tel: +30 6944287075
E-Mail: info.gr@spray.com

Tel: +36 70 429 8203
E-Mail: info.hu@spray.com

Tel: +39 02 38 34 181
E-Mail: info.it@spray.com

Spraying Systems Co. - Netherlands

Spraying Systems Co. - Norway

Spraying Systems Co. - Poland

EuroControl - Portugal

Spraying Systems Co. - Romania

Tel: +31 180 330 505
E-Mail: info.nl@spray.com

Tel: +47 64 95 64 50
E-Mail: info.no@spray.com

Tel: +48 32 238 81 11
E-Mail: info.pl@spray.com
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Spraying Technologies LLC - Russia Spraying Systems Co. - Spain

Spraying Systems Co. - Sweden

Spraying Systems Co. - Switzerland

Spraying Systems Co. - Turkey

Tel: +7 495 797 62 67
E-Mail: info.ru@spray.com

Tel: +46 26 17 65 50
E-Mail: info.se@spray.com

Tel: +41 55 410 10 60
E-Mail: info.ch@spray.com
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E-Mail: info.tr@spray.com
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Tel: +44 1252 727200
E-Mail: info.uk@spray.com
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